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This invention relates to an improved braid 
ing machine of the rotary or circular orbit type 
where yarn from one set of supplies is passed 
either inside or outside of a‘ second set of sup 

5 plies as required to braid, and where both sets of 
supplies rotate in opposite directions about a 
common center. , 

More speci?cally, the invention discloses a 
braiding machine of simple compact construction 

10 which combines the features otthe rotary disc 
drive for the upper or inner yarn supply car 
riers, described in my Patent #1,888,4'77, issued 
Nov. _22, 1932, with positively actuated means 
for varying the length of yarn between the braid 

15 ing point and an outer yarn guide having a ?xed 
position with reference to the outer carrier, and 
thus maintaining a uniform tension in this yarn 
as it either hangs straight or as it is de?ected 
by the passage in the opposite direction of an 
inner supply carrier, this without the use of a 
spring, which tends to snap a weak yarn when 
operating at high speed. . 
This combination of a rotary disc drive and a 

length compensating lever or yarn guide posi 
' tively controlling at all times, by a very small 
cam movement, the amount of yarn between the 
braiding point and the ?xed yarn guide, permits 
a considerably higher speed of rotation than 
where a reciprocating drive and a spring com 
pensating device are used. 1 
These important features are further combined 

with a horizontal outer carrier providing room 
for extremely large outer or lower yarn supply 
packages located as close to the center of rota 
tion as their size permits and carrying a verti 
cally movable spring pressed lever which con 
trols by suitable means, not shown, the let-off 
of the yarn supplies and the stopping of the 
machine if the yarn breaks; also, an inclined 
raceway on which are mounted the inner or 
upper yarn package carriers located above the 
outer supplies and inclined to the braiding point 
at an angle which secures the minimum diam 
eter for the moving parts while also obtaining a 

' tightly braided product; also, an annular trough 
preferably forming part of the inclined raceway 
and located below the inner carriers and their 
disc drives to protect the lower yarn packages 
from oil and dirt; also, a stationary top plate 
carrying yarn deflector guide plates located above 
the inclined raceway and the bodies of the inner 
carriers and below the yarn guide plates which 
form the top of said carriers and which carry 
the inner supply packages, thus by the close 10 

55 cation of these guide plates providing a positive 
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control of, yarn having considerable slack; also, 
a fan adapted to cool the disc drive and to free 
the machine of lint where it may cause clogging 
and to prevent this lint from reaching an oil 
reservoir located in the base and in which is 60 
located the main drive gears. 

Suitable means are also disclosed for prevent 
ing oil being thrown from this reservoir when 
the machine rotates at high speed; also, a beater 
is shown adapted to assist in securing a tightly 65 
braided product and located above the station 
ary top plate and reciprocated by the movement 
or" a cam rotating with the inner supply carrier. 
While some of these features are old the com 

bination disclosed herewith provides an extreme-' 70 
ly simple, durable, compact, and speedy braiding 
machine, havinga high speed rotating make and 
break mechanism for driving the inner carriers, 
an equalizing or compensating device independ 
ent of springs for the yarn from the outer sup- 75 
plies, very large yarn packages located close to 
the center of the machine, stationary yarn de 
?ector guides located below but close to the inner 
carrier yarn guide plates, the elimination of all 
steep cams which tend to prevent high rotating 80 
speeds, as the equalizing lever cam requires only 
about one-eighth inch movement and the equal 
izing lever is of very light weight, and a braider 
occupying less floor space when considered with 
reference to the size of the yarn packages than is 85 
possible when the outer supplies are not entirely 
below the inner carriers. 
The invention as specifically shown is herein 

afterdescribed with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is an elevation partly in section. 
Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the fan arm. 
Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the outer supply 

yarn equalizing lever. 
Fig. 4 is the top view with the right half show- 95 

ing sections taken approximately at elevations A 
and B Fig. 1. - 

Fig. 5 is anenlarged plan view of the inner 
carrier disc drive and equalizing lever. 

Similar numerals refer to ' similar parts 100 
throughout the drawings, and the normal direc- . 
tion of rotation of the various moving parts is 
indicated by arrows. > 
The machine speci?cally disclosed in Figs. 1-4 

has a base 1 forming an oil reservoir with an 105 
upwardly extending central portion 2 carrying 
a tubular post 3. 
A drive pulley 4 has a suitable clutch 5 mounted 

on a shaft 6 Fig. 1. One end of the clutch en 
closes a brake drum 7 fastened to the base. At 110 
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. bearing carrying a shaft 25 Fig. 5. 

2 
the inner end of the drive shaft is a beveled pinion 
8 meshing with a bevel gear 9 fastened to or 
a part of the outer carrier 11 which has a ?at 
outer surface attached by arms 12 to a central 
hub which may be keyed to or form a part of 
an upwardly extending tubular portion 13. 
This whole outer carrier preferably rests on a 

ball thrust bearing 19 and the ?at outer surface 
provides a support for the outer yarn supplies 29 
and their tension and let-off mechanisms. 
The upwardly extending tubular portion 13 

rotating as a unit with the outer carrier 11 carries 
an enlarged hub on its upper end in which is a 
suitable annular bearing, such as a wood bushing 
17, and extending outward therefrom are arms 16 
which are cast as oblique angled blades, as shown 
in Fig. 2. 
These arms 16 Figs. 1—-2—5, which act as a 

fan, are preferably a part of an annular ring 46 
to which may be fastened, as by the screws 20 
Fig. 5 a spiral gear 15 and an inner carrier race 
way 18 Figs. 1——4—5. 
Meshing with the bevel driving pinion 8, on 

its under side, is a second bevel gear 10 Fig. l 
which is attached to or a part of the upwardly 
extending tubular hub 14 and which preferably 
rests on a ball thrust bearing 21. 
The upper end of the tubular hub 14 is en 

larged for a suitable annular bearing, such as the 
wood bushing 22, and has preferably keyed there 
to a suitable driving plate or bracket casting 23 
Figs. 1—4—-5, having on its outer periphery suit 
able bearings 24 provided with suitable oiling 
means such as the pockets 38 Figs. 4—~5, each 

This shaft 
is a part of or attached to the interrupted discs 
26. These discs, whose action is fully described 
in my Patent #1,888,477, issued Nov. 22, 1932, 
are shown in Fig. 5 as meshing with the spiral 
gear 15, and make and break contact with suit 
able slots 27 in each inner yarn package carrier 
28 at the same time causing the inner carriers 
to rotate with the bevel gear 10 in a direction op 
posite that of the outer supply carrier 11 Figs. 
1-4. 
This inner carrier 28 is mounted to slide on the 

inner carrier raceway 18, and this raceway, which 
rotates as a unit with the outer supply carrier 
11, is disclosed as having an annular upward and 
inwardly extending tapered rim and having an 
annular trough shape portion extending inward 
under the disc drives. 
This construction permits of easy assembly and 

guards the outer supply packages 29 from dirt 
and oil while at the same time providing a sup 
port for the inner or upper ends of the outer 
supply packages, a support for suitable rods or 
bars 30 which carry the yarn guides 31—32-—33 
Fig. 1, and a support for a preferably forked yarn 
guide 36 adapted to hold the yarn 37 in line while 
it passes both inside and outside the inner ear 
riers, and also to prevent the yarn 37 from be 
coming soiled by contact with an edge of the 
slot 39 Figs. 4—5 provided for it in the outer rim 
of the raceway 18. 
Between the ?at outer surface of the outer sup 

ply carrier 11 Fig. 1 and the annular ring 40 
which rotated therewith is a thin sheet metal 
casing 41 preferably fastened to the ?at surface 
of the outer carrier through the bars 42 which 
may also support the inner end of the hinged 
guide lever 43. 
the base oil reservoir and gears from dirt. 
The inner carriers 28 are held in sliding con-‘ 

tact with the inner carrier raceway rim both by 

This metal casing 41 protects 
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gravity, by centrifugal action, by friction of the 
revolving discs, and by the plates 44 Figs. 1—4 
fastened thereto and provided with an inwardly 
extended lip to slide under the annular surface 
45 Fig. 1 of the inner carrier raceway 18. 
In order to control the passage of the yarn 3'? 

either inside or outside of the inner carriers 28 
these carriers have an upper outwardly extended 
portion 46 to which is preferably attached a 
plate 47 whose edges drive the yarn either side 
of the inner packages 48. Between this plate 47 
and the main portion of the inner carrier 28 is 
provided a recess 49 whose outer edge is at a 
greater distance from the center of the machine 
than is the prow 50 Fig. 4 of the inner carrier 
plate 47. 

This recess 49 provides space for a stationary 
cam shaped plate 51 Figs. 1-4. This cam plate 
is fastened to or a part of the stationary cap 
plate 52 which is suitably fastened to the sta 
tionary center post 3. 
When the yarn 3'7 Fig. 4 is not contacting with 

the guiding edge of the cam plate 51 the outer 
?xed yarn guide 31 holds the yarn so that the 
prow 50 of the inner carrier plate 4'7 will pass 
outside the yarn, as disclosed at 53. If the cam 
plate 51 lifts the yarn 37 the prow 50' will pass 
inside the yarn, as disclosed at 54. 

It will be evident that by thus providing an 
ample recess 49 between the plate 47 and the 
body of the inner carrier 28 a positive control 
of the yarn 37 is assured very close to the point 
of greatest need, namely the prow 50 of the inner 
carrier guide plate 47. 

Preferably mounted in vertical grooves in the 
annular ring 40 which supports the inner car 
rier raceway l8 and the spiral gear 15, are yarn 
equalizing or compensating levers 34 Figs. 
1-3-5, preferably of wire and held in place by 
metal plates 55 suitably bent to provide upper 
and lower bearings for the lever. 
The inner carrier disc drive plate 23 is pro 

vided with a cam shaped groove 56 in which 
slides the upper end of the levers 34 while the 
lower arm of this lever carries a grooved yarn 
guide 35. 
As the yarn 37 Fig. 1 from the outer yarn sup 

ply packages 29 is lengthened between the braid 
ing point 5'7 and the outer yarn guide 31 by being 
forced either outside or inside the inner carriers, 
the yarn guide 35 moves slightly outward thus 
compensating for this change and damping the 
movement required of the hinged guide lever 43 
which is normally pressed downward by a suit 
able ’spring, not shown. 
The inner carrier guide plate 47 preferably 

supports the inner supply yarn package 48 and 
suitable guide posts 58 and 59 for the yarn 60 
from this inner supply, as well as suitable let~o? 
and stopping mechanism, not shown. 
The beater disclosed herewith essentially com 

prises a cam plate 61 Fig. 1 rotating with the 
inner carriers and adapted to vibrate a rod or 
rods 62 Whose upper end rests against an en 
larged portion of a tubular beater 63f which is 
pressed downward against the rod 62 by a suit 
able spring 64, the whole being mounted in a 
removable head 65. 
At the rear of the base 1 Fig. 4 is a tubular post 

66 adapted to support a take-up wheel 67 Fig. 1 
and a suitable guide 68 at or near the braiding 
point 57. 

Obviously‘the essential features of this braider 
can be somewhat altered as to speci?c design 
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without departing from the scope of the inven 
tion. 

Therefore, without limiting myself to the pre 
cise construction shown what I desire to secure 
by Letters Patent is the followingzm 

1. In a braiding machine of the circular orbit 
type, an outer carrier for the outer set of yarn 
supply packages, a raceway rotating with said 
outer carrier, individual inner yarn supply car 
riers mounted on said raceway and inclined to 
the braiding point, a yarn guide located beyond 
the inner carriers and in line with said carriers 
and the braiding point and rotating with the 
outer carrier a ?xed position, a cam, and a 
movable yarn guide controlled by said cam and 
adapted to maintain a uniform tension‘ in the 
yarn between the ?xed yarn guide and the braid 
ing point at all times. 

2. In a braiding machine having two sets of 
yarn supply packages rotating in opposite direc~ 
tions about a common braiding point, an outer 
carrier for all the outer supply packages, indi 
vidual inner carriers for each inner supply pack 
age, a yarn guide having a ?xed position outside 
said inner carriers in line with said carriers and 
the braiding point and rotating with the outer 
supply, and a second yarn guide also rotating 
with the outer supplies and having a cam con 
trolled reciprocating movement adapted to 
change the length of yarn between said ?xed 
yarn guide and the braiding point as it is de 
?ected by the passage of an inner carrier. 

3. In a braiding machine having two sets of 
yarn supply packages rotating in opposite direc 

' itions about a common braiding point, an outer 
carrier for all the outer supplies, individual inner 
carriers for each inner supply package, a yarn 
guide located beyond the inner carriers in line 
with said carriers and the braiding point and 

‘ rotating with the outer carrier in a ?xed position, 
a second yarn guide also rotating with the outer 
supplies, and yarn compensating means located 
between said yarn guides adapted to change the 
length of yarn between said ?xed yarn guide and 
‘the braiding point as its length is altered by the 
passage of an inner carrier. 

4. In a braiding machine having two sets of 
yarn supply packages rotating in opposite direc 
tions about a common braiding point, an outer 
carrier for the outer set of yarn supplies, indi 
vidual inner carriers for the inner set of supplies, 
a cam shaped yarn guide plate adapted to con 
rol the passage of the yarn from the outer sup 
plies either side of the inner supplies as required 
‘to braid, outer yarn guides located beyond the 
inner carriers and in line with said carriers and 
the braiding point and rotating with the outer 

. carriers, a cam, and a movable yarn guide con 
trolled by said cam and adapted to change the 
length of yarn between said outer yarn guide and 
said braiding point as it is de?ected by the pas 
sage of an inner carrier. 

5. In a braiding machine having an inner and 
an outer set of yarn supply packages rotating in 
‘opposite directions about a common braiding 
point, means to control the passage of yarn from 
each outer supply package either side of the inner 
supplies as required to braid together with sepa 
rate means to compensate for variations in the 
Ilength oi‘ this yarn as it is deflected; said means 
essentially comprising a recess in each inner car 
rier and stationary cam shaped guides extending 
into said recesses beyond the center of the inner 
supply packages, together with a ?xed yarn guide 

" located outside the inner carriers in line with said 

3 
carriers and the braiding point and rotating with 
the outer ‘supplies, and a cam rotating with the 
inner supplies adapted to change the length of 
the yarn between said ?xed yarn guide and the 
braiding point as it is de?ected by the passage of 
an inner carrier. 

6. A braiding machine essentially comprising 
a base, a lower carrier for the lower set of yarn 
supply packages, a raceway located above the 
lower supplies and rotating therewith, upper sup 
ply carriers for the upper supply packages, sta 
tionary cam shaped yarn guide plates located 
above said raceway and below the upper supply 
packages, a fixed yarn guide located outside said 
inner supplies, and a cam controlled reciprocat 
ing yarn guide adapted to change the length be" 
tween said ?xed guide and the braiding point as 
it is deflected by the passage of the inner carriers. 

7. In a braiding machine having two sets of 
yarn supply packages rotating in opposite direc 
tions about a common center, individual inner 
carriers for each inner supply package, rotary 
discs adapted to make and break contact with 
each inner carrier, a driving plate carrying said 
discs, outer supply carrier, means rotating 
with said outer carrier to rotate said discs on their 
axis, a stationary adapted to control the 
passage of yarn from the outer supplies either 
side of the inner supplies, a yarn guide, and a sec~ 
0nd cam adapted to control the movement of said 
yarn guide to maintain uniform tension in the 
outer supply yarn as it is deflected by passing the 
inner carriers. 7 

8. In a braiding machine having two sets or" 
yarn supply packages rotating in opposite direc 
tions about a common braiding point, individual 
inner carriers for each inner supply package, ro 
tary discs adapted to make and break contact 
with each inner carrier, a driving plate carrying 
said discs, a cam rotating with said driving plate, 
an outer supply carrier, a ?xed yarn guide rotat 
ing with the outer carrier outside the inner car 
riers and in line with said carriers and the braid 
ing point, and a second yarn guide rotating with 
the outer carrier and having an independent re 
ciprocating movement controlled by said cam, 
said reciprocating yarn guide being adapted to 
change the length of yarn bet veen said ?xed 
yarn guide and the braiding point as it is de?ected 
by the passage of each inner carrier. 

9. In a braiding machine having two sets or“ 
yarn supply packages rotating in opposite direc 
tions about a common braiding point, an outer 
carrier, a raceway rotating with the outer carrier, 
inner carriers mounted on said raceway, a yarn 
guide plate attached to the upper portion of each 
inner carrier so as to form a recess between said 
plate and the body oi‘ said carrier, an inner sup~ 
ply package mounted on each yarn guide plate 
between it and the braiding point, and a station 
ary yarn guide plate extending into said recess 
sufiiciently beyond the center oi‘ the inner sup 
ply packages to force yarn from the outer sup 
plies to slide across the outside edge of the inner 
carrier yarn guide plate. 

10. In a braiding machine of the circular orbit 
type, an outer carrier for the outer set of yarn 
supply packages, a raceway rotating with said 
outer carrier, and individual inner yarn supply 
carriers mounted on said r ceway and inclined 
to the braiding point, a yarn guide plate at 
tached to the outer portion of each inner carrier 
so as to form a recess between said plate and the 
body of said carrier, an inner supply package 
mounted between each of said plates and the 
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braiding point, and a stationary yarn guide plate 
extending into said recesses below the inner car 
rier guide plates and having its outer edge extend 
ing suiiiciently beyond the center of the inner 
supply packages to force yarn from the outer 
supplies to pass outside the inner carriers. 

11. In a braiding machine, a base, a stationary 
post rising from the center of said base, a car 
rier on which are mounted the outer set of yarn 
supplies, an upwardly extending tubular por 
tion enclosing the stationary post and rotating 
with the outer yarn supplies, a raceway for the 
inner supply carriers located above the outer 
yarn supplies and rotating therewith, an inner 
set of package carriers mounted to rotate on 
said raceway and inclined to the braiding point, 
a recess in each of said carriers, and stationary 
yarn guides for the yarn from the outer supplies 
extending into said recesses, said yarn guides 
being adapted to force yarn from the outer set 
of yarn supplies to pass outside the inner carriers. 

12. In a braiding machine of the circular orbit 
type, an outer supply carrier having a ?at outer 

1,955,206 
surface and an upwardly extending central hub, 
an annular trough located above said outer car 
rier and rotating therewith, an inner carrier 
raceway extending upward and inward from 
the outer surface of said trough, individual in 
ner carriers mounted on said raceway, discs 
adapted to make and break contact with said car 
riers located in said trough, and means for ro 
tating said inner carriers and outer carrier in op~ 
posite directions. 

13. In a braiding machine, an outer carrier 
having a ?at outer surface above which are 
mounted the outer supply ?at packages, an in 
ner carrier raceway located above said outer 
supplies and connected to rotate therewith by an 
annular trough shaped portion, inner carriers 
mounted to rotate on said raceway above said 
trough, an inner supply package on each inner 
carrier, rotary drive discs located below said 
carriers and above said trough, and a gear above 
said trough adapted to rotate said discs on their 
axis. 

EDWARD K. STANDISH. 
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECT ION. 

Patent N0. 1,955,266. April 17, 1934. 

EDWARD K. STANDISH. 

it is hereby certified that error appears in the printed specification of the 
atmve numbered patent requiring correction as icliows: Page 4, line 87, claim 
13, fer "a fiat" read an; and line 88, strike out the word "flat"; and that 
the said Letters Patent eiwuitt be read with these corrections therein that the 
same may crmicrm to the recent cf the case in the Patent Office. 

Signed and sealed this 29th day of May, A. D. 1934. 

Bryan M. Battey 

(Seai) Acting Commissioner of Patents. 


